
                               Deep Wave,Kinky Curly,Water Wave   

Curly extensions require some maintenance and care in order to get the 
best longevity and these few following tips are pretty much all you’ll need 
in order to have amazing, long lasting, curly hair extensions                    

Combing:Curly hair Extensions needs to be detangled gently and carefully! 
Finger combing gently will help to maintain the curl pattern of your Curly 
Hair extensions or comb using a wide tooth comb when it’s wet. We do not 
recommend that you brush on your Deep Wave Hair, even with a paddle 
brush. This is because the curls will be unwound through brushing. As 
with all styles, when combing your Curly hair , always start from the tips of 
the hair, gently working your way up towards the roots. Please avoid 
combing your hair with fine tooth combs.Tend not to comb your curly hair 
extensions when it’s dry as it will disrupt the curl pattern and cause the 
hair to 
frizz.                                                                                                                         
    Moisturizing: A regular conditioner and a deep conditioning treatment is 
all your Curly Hair Extensions need. Conditioner provides the moisture that 
the curly locks need and prevent it from damage. Curl cream will help your 
coils look their best. Anti-frizz serum will give them shine and enhance 
their texture. Spray your hair with plain water, a leave in conditioner or 
diluted curl activator solution to refresh your curves. 

DRYING & STYLING:Curly hair Extensions looks best when it is air dried. 
Also, with curly hair extensions you risk the chance that the curl pattern 
will not return after applying excessive heat or after straightening it too 
often. It is very important that you use a quality heat protestant on your 
hair. Sometimes using a hair dryer can’t be avoided. With all extensions 
always set the hair dryer medium-low heat and attach a diffuser to reduce 
the harshness. Curly hair extensions may be challenging to straighten 
because the curl pattern is so deep and it will take a long time. 

 SWIMMING:Don't swim in seawater or a pool with our hair weaves as this 
can cause the hair to tangle. If we really must swim, then be sure to 
completely enclose the hair and keep it dry.For best results, allow the hair 
to dry naturally. 

 
	
 


